reise mit der leichten Kolibri

When Traveling Take the light Kolibri
Typewriting will be a Pleasure — Also When Traveling

The Kolibri is the ideal portable typewriter because it does not only offer the advantage of its miniature size, but it also has properties which otherwise are only typical with standard small typewriters.

Miniature Size
315 × 210 × 60 mms. (12½ × 11 × 2½ in.) It is only 6 cms. (2½ in.) high!

Light Weight
Without case, it only weighs 3.5 kgs. (7.7 lbs.). The case furthermore permits to keep enough paper for writing.

Good Look
Different gay colors are available, also harmonical combinations of enamels in two colors.

Kolibri portable typewriters are available with about 70 different keyboard types. They therefore are popular nearly everywhere in the world.

Other Reasons for Which the Kolibri is Popular

For its distinguished features: nearly silent winding of the carriage, easy and fast touch, great copying efficiency, free head cylinder, double line spacing.

The Kolibri has 44 keys with 88 characters, right and left hand carriage release key, margin set key also on both sides, paper holder, back spacer key, margin release, double shift key, and a shift lock complete the technical outfit.

Different kinds of characters will satisfy any taste and comply with individual purposes. All of the thirty kinds of characters referred to below possess a common feature: their accurate clearness gives a uniformly good looking written text.

Standard Pica characters

*Ficschrift.*

Expressive Imperial Pica characters

*Pica-Imperialschrift.*

Elegant and attractive Pearl characters

*Furí- oder Eliteschriften.*
Elegant and reliable line spacer lever—double line spacing—carriage release key also on the righthand side—by slightly rotating the free head knob of the cylinder in reverse sense, also ruled paper may be set exactly line by line.

Cleaning the characters and changing the tape are rather easy and commodious jobs: Shift carriage somewhat towards the left, remove cover, and the characters and tape spools are accessible.

Strokes make the keys travel exactly vertically downward. Thus any undesired touch with the keys of the lower row is prevented. This advantage enables the user to write very fast and safely.